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Abstract

Forex Trading and interpersonal relationships of Lending and Borrowing

My research deals with individuals in Macedonia who are dealing with Forex Trading. Forex Trading is illegal in the Republic of Macedonia since the lack of regulation and the lack of new trading laws. During communist times you could not open an account outside Yugoslavia, these laws still apply. Nevertheless stock exchange does exist, so it is the transfer of money from one currency to the other that is illegal. Several people in Skopje however go around these restrictions by contacting the diaspora and having accounts opened in countries like Slovenia or Germany in which Forex accounts exist. These accounts require a minimum of 5000 US dollars investment, more than my informants possess. In my paper I will explore how the old networks of relationships, stretching all the way into communist Yugoslavia are activated and money is gathered from obligation to obligation. Favours are called in, transferred and created. My paper will explore the very personal aspect of a very global economic transaction, that is specific to the Republic of Macedonia's economic transformation. I will argue that the ideological guise of economic globalization outside North-American-Western European realms and the so-called liberation of socialist countries towards democracy, equality and liberal market economy is creating new economic concepts and in effect creating a new social solidarity within a specific section of Macedonian society. So instead feeling it impossible to make the connection between the impersonal market institutions and the reality that my informants experience in their daily life, the impersonal market institutions are personalised by my informants.